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once the firmware file is flashed, you can close sp flashtools and disconnect your phone. it is important to note that after you disconnect your phone, you will not be able to use your device as normal. the reason for this is that you will need to bypass the anti-theft protection and unlock your
device in order to use sp flashtools. you will then need to enter the privacy protection password. you should be able to do this if you have followed the instructions in the link above. this step is very important as you will need to have access to your device. if you don't know your device's

password, you will need to start this process all over again. in order to do this, you will need to close sp flashtools, navigate to settings -> about phone and tap on the build number until you reach version number 14 or 15, and enter the password. if you are using a sony device with the garmin
gps, you may be able to bypass the privacy protection using one of the methods. it may also be the case that you need to contact garmin customer support. on the list of devices that are not able to bypass the privacy protection, it looks like the samsung galaxy s7 is not included. this youtube

video shows how to bypass the privacy protection on the samsung galaxy s7. on the galaxy s6, it seems that the privacy protection is more difficult to bypass, so you may need to try some of the other methods described above. the samsung galaxy s6 and samsung galaxy s7 are two of the
devices that are not able to bypass the privacy protection. this is a third-party list, so there is no information available to support this statement.
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